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Bush gives State of Union, says Saddam is deceiving
WASHINGTON
(. \ I ’
Building a case for war against Iraq,
President Bush said Tuesday night he
has fresh evidence that Saddam
Hussein seeks to "dominate, intimidate or attack" with weapons of mass
destruction that he could share with
terrorist allies. Bush pledged to "fight
with the full force and might of the
United States military," if necessary,
to disarm Iraq.
"A future lived at the mercy of terrible threats is no peace at all," the
president said in a State of the Union
address that also put forward tax cuts,
Medicare changes and other domestic policies geared toward his 2004

re-election drive.
icy, a reflection of his
For the first time since the
desire not to let Iraq overSept. 11 attacks transshadow doinestic issues
formed him into a wartime
dear to Americans. The
president, Bush faced the
heart of his package is a
nation amid serious ques$674 billion plan to revive
the economy, mostly with
tions about his leadership.
don’t
Most Americans
tax cuts, and a $400 bilapprove of his handling of
lion, 10-year proposal to
overhaul Medicare, sprinthe economy, polls indicate,
and only a bare majority
kled with initiatives to
support his policies on Iraq
combat AIDS, produce
an area where the presienergy-efficient cars and
BUSH
dent enjoyed support of
give religious groups
more than 80 percent a year ago.
access to federal community service
The first half of Bush’s hour-long money.
address was devoted to domestic p01After an address interrupted 77

44,11

times by applause, Democrats challenged Bus-hs efforts both at home
and abroad.
"Tonight, the president used all the
right rhetoric, but he still has all the
wrong policies," said Senate Minority
Leader Tom Daschle, D-S.D.
Sen. Edward Kennedy, D-Mass.,
said he would introduce a resolution
requiring Bush to present "convincing evidence of an imminent threat"
before sending troops to fight Iraq.
"Instead of rushing down the path
to war with Iraq, the American people deserve a full debate," Kennedy
said.
Top GOP congressional leaders

sounded eager to get to work on
Bush’s legislative agenda. "We’re
about to get this ball rolling," said
House Speaker Dennis Hastert of
Illinois. "We’re ready to go," agreed
Senate Majority Leader Bill Fnst of
Tennessee.
Bush offered no new evidence to
support his charges against Iraq, but
said Secretary of State Colin Powell
will go to the U.N. Security Council
next Wednesday to present the U.S.
case.
"We will consult, but let there be no
If Saddam
misunderstanding:
Hussein does not fully disarm for the
safety of our people, and for the peace

of the world, we will lead a coalition
to disarm him," the president said.
Key allies, including France and
Germany, oppose military action in
Iraq and want Bush to give U.N.
weapons inspectors more time.
Hoping to sway reluctant nations,
Bush presented a laundry list of
Saddam’s alleged offenses, some of
them newly revealed to the public.
He said intelligence sources have
reported that thousands of Iraqi personnel are at work hiding documents
and materials from the U.N. weapons
inspectors.
Sc,
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Students look for book buying alternatives csu trustees
consider new
fee increases

By Annelinda Aguayo
Daily Staff Writer
With student fees being raised by $72 this
semester, the added cost of books does not
help students keep their piggy banks [slump.
Some students want to know where they can
go to buy textbooks without breaking their
wallets.
Every semester students rush into the
Spartan Bookstore for all their scholastic
needs. It is not unusual to hear the groans of
San Jose State University students once they
see the prices of their books.
There are some SJSU students who try using
alternate routes to traditional textbook shop-

Karin Higgins / Daily Staff
"I check with friends for books to buy or borrow," he said.
Maya Houcheime, a junior majoring in
graphic design, has attempted to buy textbooks
Houcheime said that although she
thinks shopping online is convenient, she did
not have a good experience with it.
"I had three weeks of c-mailing back and
ping, namely the Internet Some students said forth with the Internet company because they
they feel that the Internet is a convenient, easy couldn’t find the book," -Houcheime said. "I
and a possibly cheap alternative to purchasing just ended up canceling the order."
textbooks at the Spartan Bookstore.
Houcheime spent about $200 on textbooks
While some students rely on the Internet for this semester at the Spartan Bookstore. She
their textbook needs, online shopping remains said she feels that new textbooks are expensive
an untapped source for shoppers. There ,are and used ones are over-priced. Some students
some students who have not attempted to use agree with her and said they would like to
the Internet and those that have, have not know who decides the prices of textbooks at
always had a good shopping experience.
the Spartan Bookstore.
"I’ve never shopped -for books online," said
Sanjume said it is the publishers who decide
Joel Ochoa, a junior majoring in English. "It’s the prices of textbooks.
an inconvenience and I’d rather shop at
The majority of the "textbook dollar" went to
school."
the publishers for paper, printing and editorial
Ochoa said he finds the Internet inconven- costs in the 2000-2001 academic year, accordient because of the lack of a return policy. If ing to the National Association of College
someone drops a class, the person is stuck with Stores.
the book. He said there is also a waiting factor
The high cost of textbooks has been enough
because online shopping results in delivery to cause student protest. Yesterday. the
time.
Greertlining Institute sent a letter protesting
"It’s more convenient to purchase textbooks the high cost of textbooks to both Richard
directly," Ochoa said.
Atkinson, president of the University of
Miguel Rodriguez, a junior majoring in com- California and Charles Reed, chancellor of the
puter science, has compared online textbook California State University system.
prices to the ones at the Spartan Bookstore.
The Greenlining Institute is an organization
"The prices are the same," Rodriguez said. that dedicates its efforts toward "improving
"There was no real difference between the the quality of life for low-income and minoriInternet prices and the Spartan Bookstore."
ty communities."
Miguel Gonzalez, a junior majoring in social
"We think with the increase of tuition, the
and environmental science, said he had never cost of textbooks makes it difficult for underbought textbooks online but knows people grad students," said Tammeil Gillcerson, an
who have and it had benefited them.
author of the letter.
"People wouldn’t do it (buy books) if it wasGilkerson referred to the high cost of textn’t cheaper," Gonzalez said.
books as "startling."
difference
in
no
more
than
a
$2
There was
The institute wants to form a "joint studentincluding shipping and faculty blue ribbon commission" and have
textbook prices
handling between the Spartan Bookstore asked for a meeting with the president and
and Internet textbook suppliers such as ama- chancellor within the next two weeks. The
by
Ebay
and group would like UC President Atkinson and
halficom
zon.com,
BarnesandNoble.com
CSU Chancellor Reed to investigate the rela"We want students to shop at the Spartan tionship between textbook publishers, authors
associate
said
Anthony
Sanjume,
Bookstore,"
and college bookstores.
director of textbooks for the store. "We feel
Until the blue ribbon commission is formed.
our prices are as low as anyone else’s."
students in both the UC and CSU systems will
Gonzalez said a cheap alternative to buying have to continue to pay the high prices for
books at the Spartan Bookstore or the Internet
is to buy or borrow textbooks from other stuSee BOOKS, page 5
dents.
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ABOVE: Summer Halverson, a first semester teaching credential student, browses the
shelves at the Spartan Bookstore.
TOP LEFT: Students crowd the bookstore aisles during the second week of classes.
Despite the option to buy books online most students are buying their books on
campus.

California State
LONG BEACH (AP)
University’s trustees on Tuesday considered the
governors proposal to raise student fees next
school year, saying it was the only way to preserve
access to the nation’s largest university system.
Gov. Gray Davis’ has proposed trimming
CSU’s budget and raising student fees, which
were increased just last month, to help deal with
a state budget liefirir the administration pegs at
$34.6 billion.
CSU trustees were considering fee increases of
about 23 percent for undergraduates and 20 percent for graduate students. Under that scenario,
undergraduate student fees would increase by
$396 to $1,968 a year and graduate fees would
increase by $348 to $2,082. The figures are
baseline amounts and campuses may add other
fees.
"Everybody is going to feel the pain of this,"
Chancellor Charles 11’ . Reed said before the
meeting.
"If somebody has a better idea about how to
manage this, I am open, willing and ready."
The fee increase discussion comes a month after
the CSU’s Board of Trustees held an emergency
session to approve raising fees by 10 percent for
undergraduates and 15 percent for graduates after
Davis s midyear budget cuts removed $60 million
from the CSU’s budget.
Under the governor’s proposed 2003-2004
budget, the state would cut $326.1 million from
the CSU’s annual $3 billion budget, said Richard
West, vice chancellor of finance and chief financial officer.
"We are trying to do everything we can to preserve the governor’s budget," West said.
He told the board the CSU would have to make
up the money cut from the budget, and some of
that money would have to come from tees.
Any new fee increases to offset the loss of state
funding would be in addition to those previously
approved by trustees.
The CSU, the nation’s largest public university
system with 23 campuses, is required to take the
top third of all high school graduates. It has a
record 406,896 students enrolled this year. Reed
said an additional 24,000 students were expected
to enroll next year.
"I’ve been calling this a double whammy the
phenomenon of the economy dropping and
tremendous enrollment_pressure," Reed said.
The CSUs Board of Trustees were riot expected to vote on fee increases until at least March.
Reed also has authorized monthly meetings by
the finance committee to monitor the budget situation.
Reed said fee increases were the only way to
stave off repeating the 1990s budget crisis that
saw classes cut and student, taking longer to
graduate.

SJSU wireless laptop program moving forward

Life lines ...

By Tony Burchyns
and Janine Stanhope
Daily Stall
iters
Next fall, five programs at San Jose
State University will be scheduled to
go wireless art and design, journalism and mass communications,
child and adolescent development,

communicative disorders and sciences and educational leadership and
development.
For now it’s a pilot project. The initiative aims at creating an environment where students should,be able
to access the Internet anytime and
anywhere, using wireless connections. If it works, the entire school
could be doing the same, said the

Lrt2, Project
SJSU
UctorWiraeriesk
But it ’is going ton cost ;am. The
Spartan Bookstore offers Gateway
and Compaq laptop computers that
currently range in price from $1,588
to $2,999, according to the bookstore.
The Apple student loan offers
for the first
tn
interest-onlv payentq

two years at 9.9 percent with a 24 or
oantt h$ r1130option.tl eA ir:oewwe ri 133 0000
and
starts
G4 goes from $2,199 to $3,199,
resulting in a monthly payment of
$25 to $30, according to Apple
Computer.
SJSU Pesident Robert Caret
Se e

WIRELESS, page 4

Chair voting rights expanded to include temporary faculty
By Kimberly lapharn
Daily .1

Kann Higgins / Daily Staff

Freshmen Sarah Frieden. Kimberly Bihl and Noel Heilmann untangkel the ropes to set up a volleyball court Monday afternoon for a
Phi Kappa Alpha rush event.

For the first time in three years,
temporary faculty members have the
right to nominate department chairs.
A revised policy approved by San
Jose State University President
Robert Caret on Jan. fl will expand
lecturers’ rights, allowing them to
partake in the voting process for
department chairs.
The previous policy allowed lectur-

to participate in discussions
regarding nominations for department chairs but not the nomination
process itself.
Lecturers had the right to vote for
department chairs until they lost it
in 1999, when the Academic Senate
reviewed the issue and changed the
polic7.
m delighted they changed it
back and let the part-time vote," said
Robert Milnes, director of the school
of art and design.
Cr6

Patricia Evridge Hill, president ot
the SJSU chapter of the California
Paculty Association, said the faculty
union filed a grievance after the
1999 change because the policy conflicted with the union’s contract with
the university.
"The contract hadn’t been crystal
clear," said Annette Nellen,
Academic Senate vice-hair.
Hill said the faculty association’s
prioity was to ensure that the university policy did not violate the

contract. Hill also said the ASSOriation is pleased that the policy was
revised.
"We thought that the contract
implied that lecturers could vote,"
Hill said.
However, while lecturers’ rights
have been expanded, there is still a
distinction between their votes and
those of tenured and tenure -track
faculty.

See FACULTY, page 4
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Does San Jose State University
YES I Greek lfe gives students a
need Greek organizations?
chance to connect and contribute
For anyone like me who has never rushed a fraternity, it’s easy to let stereotypes get
in the way of an informed opinion about Greek life.
I’ve seen the college hijinks movies and I’ve devoured the negative press about fraternity members who, like many non-Greek college students, have made onerous
mistakes. Between comedic images of keg stands and sensational accounts of a corruptive secret life, it is difficult, if not impossible, to get a clear picture of Greek life.
Let’s be honest with ourselves. Too often Greek life is the butt of a crude joke or a
scapegoat for individual stupidity.
In the wake of last week’s tragedy and the subsequent media
blitz, the time has come to draw back and assess the positive
aspects of fraternities and
sororities and dismiss fictional
and dramatic misrepresentations that distort an important
part of college life for many
young men and, women.
Too often critics unfairly
equate Greek life with party
life. As far as drinking goes,
let the college student who is
without sin cast the first stone.
Many Spartans have had too
much to drink during a night
of revelry, but how many have
helped clean up highways,
planted a community garden,
adopted a park or built a playground at a local preschool?
These are just some of the
ways the fraternities and
sororities at San Jose State
University contribute to the
campus and the surrounding
community.
Fraternities and sororities
may look like fun and games
from a distance, but up close
they resemble close-knit societies centered on community
service, lifelong friendships
and an appreciation for academics. It is true that fraterniTONY BURCHYNS
ty and sorority houses host parties, but this simple fact alone
should not dissuade opinions of Greeks as responsible citizens.
In fact, Greeks may be more inclined than non-Greek party
hosts to monitor rowdy behavior when they throw house parties.
After all, they have a vested interest in keeping their houses and
making sure that their neighbors are not irritated by year-in
year-out chaos.
As far as education is concerned, how many non -Greeks have
friends who are committed to keeping them on track academically by securing tutors and demanding the maintenance of a
solid GPA? Some fraternities actually penalize brothers who
falter in the classroom by limiting extracurricular activities and
=forcing social probations. How many non-Greeks have had to
earn their right to attend a weekend party by getting good
grades?
At SJSU, Greek life is an attractive way for freshmen and
sophomores to meet new people and learn about various academic programs from goal-oriented upperclassmen. Many juniors and seniors choose to rush after realizing that college years
pass in the blink of an eye and the opportunity to embrace camaraderie and develop
leadership skills through Greek life adds substance to any degree one plans to take
away from SJSU.
SJSU is a commuter school where intimate circles of friends can be difficult to
forge. Every day our campus swarms with activity, but for many it can be an alienating blur. Greek life orients students and provides a source of purpose and pride.
Sure, there are just as many extracurricular options for SJSU students as there are
beers on the shelf at Safeway, but how many of those options will last you a lifetime?
When students join fraternities and sororities, they enter lifelong affiliations and
benefit from supportive and successful networking.

NO I Greeks perpetuate trends
ofalcohol abuse and violence
San Jose State University students are conscious that an altercation between two fraternities led to a brutal brawl last week at Flickinger Park, ending up with the death
of 23 -year-old Alam Kim’, a devoted member of Lambda Phi Epsilion.
I’m fully aware that not everyone takes this incident as the whole impression of what
the fraternities do.
However, this occasion was adequate to infer possibilities of reoccurrence of the tragedy.
Students are still in shock as a
result of the incident and those in
residential areas are feeling insecure.
Do we really need fraternities in
our school?
I think not.
The major problems of existing
fraternities throughout this country
are propagating high crimes, sexual
abuse, hazing and most of all alcohol-related issues.
Particularly, the alcohol overdoses
have caused violence and even fatality. Traditional activity of some fraternity and sorority members is to
simply drink and drink. They annually conduct so-called "formal rush"
or recruitment to grant students
opportunities to become affiliates
on the first several days of each
semester.
Some students still might recall
that about two and a half years ago,
a 18 -year-old pledge, Adrian
Heideman, a member of Pi Kappa
Phi at California State University
Chico, got overly intoxicated and
died of asphyxiation with a blood
alcohol level of 0.37 at one of his
group’s keg parties.
NORIKAZU AMBO
Reportedly he was forced to drain
to
allegiance
his
cups to substantiate
his fraternity. Michael Ramsey, Butte County District Attorney, said
Heideman’s biological system was entirely shut down. We all know
that the more alcohol you drink, the more control you lose and the
more a risky situation you’re putting yourself into.
Also, hazing is an ongoing issue in Greek organizations despite
some of their own efforts to eliminate it.
As much as 20 percent of male athletes among Greek organizations
have been severely hazed, according to Stop Hazing Organization,
founded to eliminate hazing through education in 1998.
Legally, 42 states forbid hazing.
The worst scenario was what happened in February 1978.
A member of the Klan Alpine fraternity was thrust into a car trunk,
handed a six-pack and a bottle of liquor and told to drink. Next day
he was found dead at the fraternity house.
Deaths among college Greek members historically have led such
schools as Williams College, Bowdoin College, Colby College,
Alfred University in New York and CSU Chico to ban particular
chapters of fraternities and sororities on their campuses.
Removing these social clubs from college campuses is infrequent,
but deaths are not frequent, either.
One might consider that joining Greek organizations as the quickest way to get to
know other students or the easiest way not to be left alone in school, but from my
standpoint it is merely drowning one’s desolation in whatever the groups do probably party.
It seems unhealthy. If a person becomes a member of one particular group, he is to
be loyal to his own by nature, which limits his availability, as if he is labeling or leashing himself.

"Traditional
activity of some
fraternity and
sorority
members is to
simply drink
and drink."

"Greek life
orients
students and
provides a
source of
purpose and

pride."

ILLUSTRATION BY WARREN PAYLADO

Norikazu Ambo is a
Spartan Daily Staff Writer.

Tony Burchyns is a
Spartan Daily Staff Writer.
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"MU needs Greek
organizations because it
such a commuter school.
There isn’t a lot of campus
4fe. Everyone just comes
and goes."

"I don’t really see them
contributing to the
learning experience. It’s
more like a party-social
thing so I don’t think they
should have it."

"Sororities andfraternities
offer a sort of socialization
that classes don’t provide.
It provides an opportunity
for students to meet other
s tu de n t ."

"(Fraternities) tend to be
kind of explicit, superficial
and waste a lot of time
partying and drinking
beer. They’re sort of clubby
and juvenile."

"I think it’s a part of the
college experience. I went
to another school where
there weren’t any Greek
organizations and it just
lacked of atmosphere."

"I think that colleges should
not have Greek
organizations. It’s just a
paidfriendship where you
pay to make friends so that
you can party and drink."

Lies, Lanferman
junior, public relations

Caroline Frey
senior, English

Annalisa Ludwig
senior, AIS

Brad Benzinger
graduate student, psychology

Capri Cherry
sophomore, advertising

Sid Sharma
sophomore, film
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Childhood memories of
a special family member
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Sparta Guide is provided free of charge to students, faculty and staff members. The deadline for
entries is noon three working days before the desired publication date. Entry forms are available in
the Spartan Daily office in Dwight Bente! Hall, Room 209. Space restrictions may require editing
of submissions. Entries are printed in the order in which they are received.

TODAY
SJSU Catholic Campus Ministry
Daily Mass will be held at the
SJSU CCM Chapel located at
10th and San Carlos streets next
to Robert’s Bootisstore. Mass times
are 12:10 p.m. Monday-Friday
and at 11 a.m. and 5 p.m. on
Sunday. For more information
contact Sister Marcia at 938-1610.
Associated Students Campus
Recreation
ASCR is offering fitness classes
at the Event Center. Classes running today: Spin, Abs Only, Turbo
Kickboxing, Night Spin, HiLo/Hip Hop, Body Pump, Cardio
Kickboxing, Contact Kickboxing,
Stretch/Flex/Relax. For more
information and class times, contact Matt McNamara at 9246217.
Career Center
The Career Center will have a
Balloonabilities employer table
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. in the
Ninth Street plaza outside the
Career Center. If raining, the table
will be inside the Career Center.
For more information, contact
Espie Santaigo at 924-2692.
Associated Students
Do you want to improve, change
and represent at SJSU? Run for
Associated Students Government!
Pick up an application in the
Student Life Center (Old
Cafeteria Bldg.) or the A.S. House
today! All interested candidates
must attend one of the three
scheduled orientation sessions:
Feb. 4 from 3 p.m. to 4 p.m.; Feb.
12 from 3:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m.; or
Feb. 14 from 10 a.m. to 11 a.m. in
Council Chambers, Student
Union. Deadline to apply is
Monday, Feb. 17 by 5 p.m. in the
Student Life Center. Call 9245955 for more information.

DI

Pride of the Pacific Islands Club
Hula, anyone? Hula practice for
Pride of the Pacific Islands’ third
annual lu’au has started. If you
want to be part of our luau, you
must attend practices from 8:30
p.m. to 10 p.m. every Monday in
the Sports Club-Aerobics Room.
Dancers will only be allowed two
absences. For more information
about our club or hula practice
contact Con Miller at 924-5963.
Women’s Resource Center
The Women’s Resource Center is
seeking performers, stage crew and
volunteers for its upcoming production of "The Vagina
Monologues." For more information contact Erika at 924-6500.
Asian American Christian
Fellowship
AACF is welcoming all to our
first meeting at 7:30 p.m. We
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For many people, February means hearts and flowers, than a parent. He was our friend and confidant. I was
always able to talk to him, whether it was about boys or
champagne and love letters, violins and candlelight.
Not in my house.
friends or school or politics. He was a great listener, and
When I was growing up, February always seemed to be a even if he didn’t agree with me, he always heard me out
time for mourning.
I always felt safe knowing he was there. He was a rock to
my mom, my sister and me. He tried to mend my heart
Three people I was very close to died in February my
grandpa when I was 5, my niece when I was 11, and my every time it was broken.
He taught me how to drive. He gave the best advice but
grandma when I was 13.
We used to say that if it weren’t for my stepfather’s birth- never told me what to do. He was always proud of me, and
he saved everything I ever gave him, be it a card, a drawing
day, we would skip the month altogether.
or something I wrote.
Of course, he would have let us skip it, if he could control
As he approached his 70s, Stony had the body of a man
such things. He was 25 years older than my mom and 50
in his 40s. A lifelong smoker, he baffled his
years older than me. He couldn’t have
doctor.
cared less if he ever had another birthday
At 72, he was diagnosed with pancreatic
His name was Earl Stoner and We
cancer. It was inoperable and he was given
called him Stony for short. He married
two months to live.
my mom when I was 5 years old.
He died last year on Feb. 3 a week before
I don’t remember what we thought ot
his birthday. Although I always knew that
him at first, but my sister and I grew to
day would come, I never expected it to haplove him as if he were our real father.
pen so soon. My sister and I were devastated,
The first summer after my mom and
my mom heartbroken.
Stony got married, we lived at a lake for
It is comforting to know that I told him
about
two months. Stony knew nothing
what
he meant to me before he died. I am
we
didn’t
mind.
We
were
little girls, but
grateful that I was able to be at his side dueglad to partake in burping contests and
ing his last days, but it hurts to think that he
go four-wheeling. He taught us how to
TAMMY KR IKORIAN
won’t be here when 1 graduate from college, he
fish, hunt, chop firewood and start a fire.
won’t be at my wedding and he’ll never know
We slept in tents and went swimming
his grandkids.
everyday. It was a wonderful summer.
This year, with the anniversary of his death so near, I still
When it was time for school to start, we moved to the
small town of Quincy, Calif. Stony went to work as a diesel feel as though a part of me is missing.
It is going to be a difficult month, but rather than mourn
mechanic. I will never forget the way he smelled when he
came home from work every night. It seemed no matter my loss, I plan to celebrate his life.
It is exactly what he would have wanted.
how hard he would try, he could never get that grease out
from under his fingernails.
Tammy Krthorian a
And so the years and days went by. On weekends we
Spartan Daily Ste- Writer.
always spent time together ass family, usually in the woods
’Out ofthe Shell’ appears every other Wedrsesday.
shooting empty soda cans off of logs or, when it snowed,
being pulled behind Stony’s truck,
our sleds tied to the tailgate.
Sometimes we went up to the rail1.16!$00 QAIMA0LO./11pUQJ ’mono ’sso8 060H ’uiaN uinie3
road tracks and left coins on the
Accepting most types of vision insurance.
tracks. The next day we’d come back
20: discount off a ful pair of prescription glasses for
to find them flattened.
ti
San Jose State U. students + staff w/o insurance."
A
If we stayed at home, we were
doing craft projects with my mom or
reading. Television was rarely
allowed. And we always had pets.
A
Life with Stony was at all times
unpredictable, but our childhood
Inc.
Optometry
was rare and wonderful. Stony was
the best role model we could have
asked for. He was hard working and
42 South First St. [by Santa Clara St.)
honest and had no time for people
San Jose, CA 95113
who weren’t.
A
Phone 408-295-0246
When he was in his 60s, he decidA
Open
Mon-Fri from 1 Oarn.6pm
ed to go back to school. In two years
he graduated from Feather River
’Please bring valid ID
College with honors. He hadn’t been
in school for more than 50 years.
visl Colors and Colorblend Contacts, Acuvue and Acuvue 2 Contacts
As we grew older, Stony was more

meet every Wednesday night in
the Almaden Room in the
Student Union. Come for a great
time of worship and fellowship.
For more information contact Anh
Truong at 605-9684 or visit our
website, www.aacfsjsu.com.

and at 11 a.m. and 5 p.m. on
Sunday. For more information
contact Sister Marcia at 938-1610.
Associated Students Campus
Recreation
ASCR is offering fitness classes
at the Event Center. Classes running today: Body Sculpting,
Weight Training, Yoga, Aerobics,
Advanced Step, Butts & Guts,
Body Sculpting, Beginning Step.
For more information and class
times, contact Matt McNamara at
924-6217.

Career Center
The Career Center will be taking
drop-in appointments from 1:30
p.m. to 3:30 p.m. For more information contact the Career
Resource Center at 924-6031.
Disabled Students Association
Attention advocates for people
with leaning, hidden, and physical
disABILITIES: DSA is kicking
off the year with "Pizzzza Pizzaz"
from noon to 1:30 p.m. in the
Pacifica Room at the Student
Union. For more information contact club president Patty Watkins
at 924-6041.

Gamma Zeta Alpha
Gamma Zeta Alpha is holding
an informational today at 8 p.m.
in the Student Union Pacifica
Room. For more information contact Ruben Flores at (831) 2619214.
Associated Students
Do you want to improve, change
and represent at SJSU? Run for
Associated Students Government!
Pick up an application in the
Student Life Center (Old
Cafeteria Bldg.) or the A.S. House
today! All interested candidates
must attend one of the three
scheduled orientation sessions:
Feb. 4 from 3 p.m. to 4 p.m.; Feb.
12 from 3:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m.; or
Feb. 14 from 10 a.m. to 11 a.m. in
Council Chambers, Student
Union. Deadline to apply is
Monday, Feb. 17 by 5 p.m. in the
Student Life Center. Call 9245955 for more information.

Alpha Phi Omega
Ice breaker social event on
Tuesday, Feb. 4 from 6:30 p.m. to
8 p.m. in the Almaden Room on
the third floor of the Student
Union. For more information contact Huong Nugyen at 924-6626.

THURSDAY
SJSU Catholic Campus Ministry
Daily Mass will be held at the
SJSU CCM Chapel located at
10th and San Carlos streets next
to Robert’s Bookstore. Mass times
are 12:10 p.m. Monday-Friday

Make shopping easy.
School’s in and you dont have time to waste.
Go straight to the source, Spartan Bookstore.
From textbooks to school supplies.
With Spartan Bookstore’s Low Price Guarantee
on textbooks, you will save a bundle.
Shop Smart.
Shop Spartan Bookstore.
On Campus,
Online
Sparpnbookstore.com
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Change
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BUSH I Speech addresses abortion and AIDS relief Cable TV company
significant quantities of uranium
from Africa.
Iraqi officials are hiding documents and materials, and intelligence
officers are posing as scientists that
inspectors are supposed to interview.
Three Iraqi defectors say Iraq
had several mobile biological
weapons labs in the 1990s that are
now not accounted for.
"Year after year, Saddam Hussein
has gone to elaborate lengths, spent
enormous sums, taken great risks, to
build and keep weapons of mass
but why? The only
destruction
possible use he could have for those
intimidate
dominate,
is
to
weapons
or attack," Bush said, warning that
Saddam could "resume his ambitions of conquest in the Middle
East."
Next week, Powell will allege that
not only was Iraq hiding chemical
and biological weapons from U.N.
inspectors but smuggling in technology for long-range missile and
nuclear weapons programs, a senior
U.S. official said.
"The world has waited 12,years for
Iraq to disarm," Bush said. America
will not accept a serious and mounting threat to our country, our friends
and our allies."
Bush did not repeat his assertion
that Iraq, Iran and North Korea are
an "axis of evil," a phrase he coined in
last year’s address. But he chided Iran

a procedure critics call "partialbirth" abortions and human
Specifically, Bush said Saddam has cloning.
While Osama bin Laden and other
not accounted for up to 25,000 liters
of anthrax, 38,000 liters of botulinum key terrorists still elude capture, the
toxin, 500 tons of satin, mustard gas President said the United States has
and VX nerve agent and more than caught many key commanders of al30,000 munitions capable of deliver- Qpia and suggested others had been
killed "met a different fate," in his
ing chemical weapons.
if this is not evil, then evil has no words.
Citing intelligence sources, secret
meaning," Bush said.
The speech was delivered amid communications "and statements by
people
now in custody," Bush
intense security as lawmakers,
Cabinet members, military leaders renewed his assertion that Saddam
and Supreme Court justices gathered aids and protects terrorists, including
in the House chamber. Several hun- members of al-Qaida.
"Secretly, without fingerprints, he
dred people massed on the Capitol
lawn to protest Bush’s policies, rang- could provide one of his hidden
to terrorists or help them
weapons
ing from a possible war in Iraq to his
develop their own," Bush said.
approach to health care.
Bush said Saddam has shown "his
The president described the nation
as still recovering from recession, ter- utter contempt" for the United
rorist attacks, corporate scandals and Nations and must be brought to
stock market declines. "Our economy account unless he disarms.
"The dictator of Iraq is not disarmis recovering, yet it is not growing
fast enough or strongly enough," the ing. To the contrary, he is deceiving,"
the president said.
president said.
"If war is forced upon us, we will
He proposed spending new money
for research to develop hydrogen fight in a just cause and by just means
powered cars and to tutor children of sparing, in every way we can, the
prison inmates. He also called for a innocent. And if war is forced upon
new 1600 million drug treatment us, we will fight with the full force
program in which federal money and might of the United States milicould go to religious community tary and we will prevail," he said.
Among his charges:
service programs.
The British government has
In a nod to his conservative backers, Bush called on Congress to ban learned that Saddam recently sought

continuedfrom page I

FACULTY
continuedfrom page I
When nominations are presented
to Caret for consideration, they are
broken down into separate categories, vote by permanent faculty
and vote by temporary faculty.
Once a faculty member is tenured,
he or she is entitled to permanent
employment. A faculty member may
be tenured after going through a
probationary period. Faculty hired
on a temporary basis must be rehired if they wish to be a member of
the tenured faculty.
Elena Dorabji, lecturer representative for the California Faculty
Association, likened temporary and
permanent faculty to traveling on
two different paths: The lecturers
walk along the path and the tenured
drive along the highway.
"And," Dorabji said. "You can’t
drive on the highway without a car."
Some faculty members who walk
would prefer that the two paths are
less apparent when it comes to the
nomination process

I

for repressing its people and said
North Korea has deceived the world
about its nuclear ambitions.
Bush announced A federal center
where all terrorism intelligence, foreign and domestic, will be analyzed.
CIA Director George Tenet will
oversee the operation, two administration officials said.
He proposed spending $6 billion to
make vaccines against anthrax, botulism, Ebola and the plague more
readily available.
He proposed a 815 billion plan for
emergency AIDS relief in Africa, a
"work of mercy" that he said would
save millions of Africans from falling
victim to the deadly virus.
In keeping with tradition, a guest
box in the galleries overlooking the
House chamber was filled with living
testimonials to the president’s message.
This year’s roster of guests included
six people who the White House said
would benefit from Bush’s tax-cut
proposal, two doctors described as
hurt by high malpractice insurance
costs and several people affiliated
with aid organizations.
One gallery seat was to be left
empty to symbolize "the empty place
many Americans will always have"
because of the September 2001
attacks, which led to last year’s war
against the Taliban and allied al-

to compromise," Cohen said.
Despite the voting policy change,
lecturers are excluded from the
Academic Senate. The senate is
responsible for passing policies dealing with issues such as budget, new
courses and curriculum that are
signed by the president.
Dorabji said lecturers became a
major part of the university system
after public education funding was
reduced in the 1980s. When a
tenured faculty member retired, he
or she would be replaced by a temporary faculty member to take over
until the position could be permanently filled.
She also said during a budget crisis
in the early 1990s, universities hired
more lecturers instead of tenure track faculty to save money. This system became regular amongst universities as they continued to hire less
tenured faculty and more temporary
faculty.
Temporary faculty are more cost
effective because they get paid about
$10,000 less than those hired on a

probationary level to become
tenured, Dorabji said.
Some temporary faculty members
have worked at SJSU for nearly 20
years but are still considered temporary and therefore continue to have
their rights limited.
Dorabji said SJSU is one of a
minority of universities in the CSU
system to exclude lecturers and
believes the next thing that needs to
change is lecturer rights in the
Academic Senate.
The December revision of the policy was the third time since 1998
that the issue came up for review,
according to James Brent, chair of
the Academic Senate. Each time, the
subject had been closely debated.
"I personally believe we should
have -lecturers on the senate," Brent
said. "Parties who will be affected by
legislation should be included."
Brent speculated that one or two
lecturers might be admitted into the
Academic Senate within the year. He
said the issue would be looked into
as soon as there is a proposal.

II
midterm;, Pinotr,

contmuedfivm page 1
books.
Students can get some ot their
money back by reselling their textbooks to the Spartan Bookstore.
Although selling books back to the
store might help some students fatten
up their wallets a bit, there are some
who decide not to.
"I don’t sell my books back for two
reasons," said Ochoa. "First, because I
might need them for future reference.
Second, for the fact that the bookstore
buys them back at a ridiculously low
price."
Some students empathize with him.
Houcheime said she would like to sell

her books back but not at such a low
price. "It’s ridiculous," she said.
Sanjume said, "We have very little
control over the price of books during
the buy back period. It is generally
determined by what the professor
orders, by when the order is ,placed
and by the national wholesaler.
He said the national wholesaler
bases the price a textbook is bought
back at by the demand for it and the
cost of storage.
The Spartan Bookstore and the
Internet is still not good enough for
some students. Gonzalez, the social
and environmental science major,
thinks he has a solution for SJSU students and their book buying woes. He

has been conjuring up the idea of a
student run Web site where students
can exchange, sell or buy textbooks.
"It would be like an Ebay, except it
would be for SJSU students,"
Gonzalez said. "Most people I’ve
talked to about it like the idea."
"It’s a good idea," said Ochoa. "It’s
good to see someone using their education to benefit students.
Houcheime said she also liked
Gonzalez’s idea because it would be
advantageous for SJSU students.
Until Gonzalez makes this Web site
a reality, SJSU students have their
choice between the Spartan
Bookstore and the Intemet for their
scholarly buys.

Scott Peterson says he told missing
wife of affair before she vanished
SACRAMENTO (AP) Scott
Peterson admits he was having an
affair last year before his pregnant
wife vanished, and claimed he told her
about it. He denied killing his wife.
"It (the affair) was not a positive,
obviously ... but it was not something
that we weren’t dealing with,
Peterson told ABC News’ "Good
Moming America" in an interview
broadcast Tuesday.
"It wasn’t anything that would break
us apart."
Laci Rocha Peterson, 27, disappeared on Christmas Eve from her
home in Modesto, Calif.
Scott Peterson, 30, told police he
was fishing at the Berkeley Marina at
the time, and that his wife, due to
deliver a boy Feb. 10, had planned to
take her dog for a walk that morning.
Asked on ABC if he had murdered
her, he said, "I had absolutely nothing
to do with her disappearance." Noting
that there is no proof she had been
killed, he said the murder theory "is
not one we’re ready to accept."

Police have not named him as a sus- whom she met in November.
"I’m very sorry for Laci’s family and
pect but attention has focused on him,
in part because of the affair. Peterson the pain that this has caused them and
had previously denied having an I pray for her safe return as well," a
tearful Frey said. She said Peterson
affair.
Laci Peterson’s family issued a state- told her he was single, and she said
ment Tuesday saying: "We are not she contacted police when she realgoing to make any comments on his ized he was the husband of the missappearance. We would just like him to ing woman.
Said Peterson: "It was inappropriate,
continue to speak with the police."
On Friday, Amber Frey came for- and I owe a tremendous apology to
obviously
including
ward and told reporters she had a everyone,
"romantic relationshi ."with Peterson, Amber."
SYMPOSIUM ON
LEADING TECHNOLOGIES
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
SPRING 2003 SERIES
Speaker:
Title:
Theme:
Location:
Date:

Or, Peter Noryig, Director of Search Quality, Google Inc.
Extracting Knowledge from Text the Very Large Corpus Approach
Information Technology
ENG 189 College of Engineering
January 30, 12 00pm - 1 00pm

For more information, check the Website,
www.encp.sjeu.eduicoe/SpringSeries2003
call Or email Ahmed Hambaba, PhD, Computer Engineering Department,
14081 924 3959, hambaba@aisu,edu
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BOOKS I Online purchases an option

would not am
"Comcast runs advertisements
from many sources representing
a wide range of viewpoints, pro
and con," Comcast spokesman
Mitchell Schmale said in a
statement issued Tuesday
evening. "However, we must
decline to run any spot that
fails to substantiate certain
claims or charges. In our view,
this spot raises such questions."
The statement did not specify
what Comcast, the nations
largest cable company, objected
to.
The ads show citizens
expressing opposition to war
with Iraq and were to run twice
on Tuesday, Wednesday and
Thursday nights.

ATLANTIC CITY, N.J.
The Comcast cable
(AP)
television company rejected ads
that an anti -war group wanted
to air during President Bush’s
State of the Union speech, saying they included unsubstantiated claims.
Peace Action Education Fund
had spent $5,000 to have six
30-second ads aired on CNN
by Philadelphia-based Comcast
beginning Tuesday night.
During his speech, Bush was
expected to reiterate his case
for war.
The ads were to be broadcast
in the Washington, D.C., area.
But Comcast’s legal department notified the group
Tuesday morning that the ads

flg@ida.

Union not expected to challenge decision

"It’s not ideal for many lecturers
but it’s not a contract violation," Hill
said. "Some of the lecturers will say
the policy did not go far enough."
Temporary voting patterns may
differ from those of permanent faculty members and that may look one
way or another to the president,
Nellen said.
The fact that the president will be
able to see what type of faculty nominates which candidate upsets some
of the faculty.
"The CFA is not happy with the
senate vote," said Isaac Cohen, chair
of CFA faculty rights panel at SJSU.
"We wanted to have full voting
rights for lecturers and the senate
decided to have separate votes for
lecturers."
Cohen said that although the faculty association believes that lecturers
should have equal voting rights to
tenured and tenure-track faculty, the
association does not plan to challenge the decision.
"Ft will be very hard to pass the kind
rd resolution we wish, so we decided

rejects anti -war ads
during Bush speech
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STUDENT LIFE CENTER

Emerging Leaders
NEW Class! Develop essential leadership

skills through participation, discussion, and
observation.

T/Th 1:30- 2:45pm
Register now! UNVS 096E
Class meets in IS 215 Stop by and see Jane.

Leadership U
Workshop Series for up and coming leaders
Feb. 6 ’TeamWorks" 4:00-6:00pm
Feb. 13 "Leadership Styles" 4.00-6.00pm
Feb 22 "Communication Through a Team Building Adventure - Part l" . 10 00-2.00pm
Feb. 27 "Communication Through a Team Building Adventure - Part II": 4 15-6:00pm
March 6 "Conflict Management and Resolution" 4 00-6 00pm
March 13 "Putting it all TOGETHER"- Public Speaking: 4:006-00pm

>Complimentary Dinner

>Ropes Course

First workshop Feb. 6
Registration is for the entire series, not individual workshops.
Go to the Student Life Center for more info. Ask for Cori.

LOWEST TEXTBOOK PRICES

4-1’1
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GUARANTEED!
OR

WE’LL REFUND
DOUBLE THE DIFFERENCE
Spartan Bookstore
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State Unovef

"Visit Spartan Bookstore for Details
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Become a positive
force at SJSU
Student I ife Center
(Old Cafeteria Holding)
408 924 5950
www sou erluideptivsk:
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WIRELESS I
continuedfrom page 1
described his experience with wireless laptops as beneficial.
"My laptop has wireless and it
makes my life easier," Caret said.
"We are going to be way ahead of the
edge.’
More than 65 faculty members are
involved in the project and have been
working together to learn how to
facilitate small group learning, said
Mary Jo Gorney-Moreno, the associate vice president for academic
technology. "The faculty members
are showing a tremendous amount of
enthusiasm," she said.
"For the last several months, they
have been attending curriculum

THE SPARTAN DAILY

Program designed to connect students from anywhere on campus

development workshops on how to
use the new technology tools in the
classroom," Breiling said
She explained that students in large
classrooms would be able to meet an
a lecture hall several times a semester
and then meet on alternative schedules in small, collaborative groups for
more individual learning projects
and activities. She also said this concept could possibly accommodate
more students per class in the future.
Some faculty members said they
are looking forward to seeing the
program in action.
"The faculty has been very enthusiastic and everyone I have encountered has been excited about the program," said Robert Milnes, director
of the school of art and design.

Students in one department of the
college of education will need to buy
a wireless laptop to participate.
"Laptops will be required for students in the integrated B.A. and credential program," said Toni
Campbell, chair of the department
of child and adolescent development
for the college of education. "The
laptop initiative will get students
used to using technology early and
often in the classroom.
Teaching and learning strategies
will include the use of computer
said.
projects,
Breiling
Constructivist methodologies with
computers are very effective in the
environments,"
collaborative
Breiling said. "It might prove to be
useful in facilitating a growing stu-

dent poyulation in the future."
Gil Gonzales, the chief information officer with the CSU Monterey
Bay campus, said he believes it is
important to Accommodate the
growing student population.
"We have successfully targeted the
new students with financial-needs to
bridge the digital divide,’ Gonzales
said.
The difficulties as well as the
strengths are in the software,
Gonzales said. Wireless access can
move the student from the classroom
to the real world of learning with the
scientific collection of live data gathering in field trips that are globally
collaborated to the use of animation
and telecommunication projects in
the art and history programs, he

said.
"Every campus in the CSU system
has some sort of wireless going on,"
said Bruce Judd, the associate vice
president for university computing
8c telecommunications. "Some campuses are way ahead of us and it’s
really nice to be able to sit out under
a tree instead of looking at a wall."
The challenge for this stage of the
implementation plan is to connect
the equipment, Judd said.
"We plan to be up and running this
February," he said. "We want to be
ready for next semester; three SJSU
buildings - the Art building,
Sweeney Hall and Dwight Bente!
Hall are already wired for use for a
preliminary start," Judd said. Now
waiting for the equipment, Judd said

U.N. inspectors urge Iraq to produce
fresh evidence about weapons
UNITED NATIONS (AP) - The
top U.N. inspectors urged Iraq on
Tuesday to produce fresh evidence
about its weapons programs and cooperate fully, warning that time is running out and this was probably the last
chance to avoid war.
A day after reporting to the Security
Council on the resumption of inspections two months ago, Hans Blix and
Mohamed ElBaradei said a change in
Iraq’s attitude toward disarmament
and inspections is the key to peace.
"The ball is entirely in Iraqi court,"
ElBaradei, head of the International
Atomic Energy Agency, told CNN.
"Iraq now has to prove that it is innocent.... They nevi to go out of their
way to prove through whatever possible means that they have no weapons
of mass destruction."
Building a case for war in his annual
State of the Union address to
Congress, President Bush said the
United States will present evidence to
the United Nations that Iraq is developing weapons of mass destruction
and has links to the al-Qaida terror
network. Secretary of State Colin
Powell will make the presentation on
Feb. 4.
Blix told The Associated Press he
would have asked for more time for
inspections "if I were confident and
sure that we would find answers in

some months time - but I think that
it still calls for a changed attitude on
the part of the Iraqis, and I’m therefore not asking for it."
Nonetheless, he said, "I would certainly welcome and accept that we
continue the work that (the inspectors) have started. We just got up to
speed."
The two inspectors issued vastly different assessments on Iraq’s cooperation, and council members weighing
the possibility of another Iraq war will
get another chance to quiz them about
their reports Wednesday.
The 15 members have had time to
check with their capitals, and diplomats said the closed meeting should
provide the first indication on where
the 15 governments stand. This is
critical for the United States if it
wants U.N. authorization for any military action because it needs a minimum of nine "yes" votes and no veto
by a permanent member.
The five permanent members
remain divided on how much time
Iraq should be given to comply.
France, Russia and China called for
inspectors to be given additional time
although Russian President Vladimir
Putin warned Tuesday that "if Iraq
resists these inspections ... I do not
rule out that Russia may change its
position."

Britain and the United States, who
have sent troops to the Persian Gulf,
have made clear that Iraq must start
cooperating "proactively" very quickly
or face military action - without
U.N. authorization if necessary.
Blix listed more than a dozen key
questions that Iraq has failed to
answer and suggested Baghdad was
lying about its biological and chemical
weapons.
But ElBaradei was more upbeat, saying there was no evidence Saddam
Hussein was restarting his nuclear
program and he could finish his work
in a few months. His spokeswoman,
Melissa Fleming said "three or four
months would be realistic provided we
get proactive cooperation from the
Iraqis."
Bloc, who is in charge of chemical,
biological and missile inspections,
attributed the different assessments to
the jobs that he and ElBaradei have.
ElBaradei is responsible for nuclear
disarmament where there are no real
questions any longer.
"We have many more questions and
real disarmament questions," he said,
noting long-standing questions about
Iraq’s production of anthrax and the
deadly VX nerve agent. "Nuclear
things leave fingerprints ... whereas
our stuff doesn’t necessarily do that."
ElBaradei said in an interview

EMPLOYMENT
General
ABCOM PRIVATE SECURITY
Student Friendly - Will Train
All Shifts Open - Grave Bonus
408- 247-41327
DOWNTOWN CORP. OFFICE
needs PT Accounting help. 30
hours a week, Business or
Accounting major preferred.
Email HR5100pacificstates.com
or lax resume to 408-271-7911
Attention Dana.
THEATER, MANNERS and
DANCE INSTRUCTORS for
children. Theater and Manners
training provided 1-7 hours per
week. Up to $25.00 per hour.
Must have experience working
with children. Must have car.
Call Carol - 408/629-9721 or fax
resume to 408/265-8342 E-mail
to CarolromoOtheaterfun.com.
RECEPTIONIST lin, phones,
light clerical work, 10 min. from
SJSU, Tue & Thur. 9 - 5:30.
Call Heather 408-995-6425.
GROOMER’S ASST. / KENNEL
help needed for small exclusive
shop and kennel. PT, Tues-Sat.
Must be reliable, honest, able to
do physical work. Prefer exp
working w/ dogs, but will train.
Great oppty for dog lover. Can
FAX resume 10 4081377-0109 or
Call 371-9115

EXP TUTORS NEEDED!
WAITRESS/WAITER for Thai
1st thru H.S. All subjects.
Restaurant in West San Jose.
Flexible hours, good tips, nice Mon-Fri 3-9pm $1200/mo. cash.
Ms. Scottie, 408-255-5247.
clientele. 1769 Blossom Hill Rd.
408-358-2525
GREAT RECREATION JOBS
ADMIN ASSISTANT /SALES. At The Los Gatos -Saratoga
Hi -tech co. seeks FT/PT hard Recreation Dept. DAY CARE
worker for office 8, sales/tele- LEADERS, Fa and Kr. Must
marketing assisting. Must have be avail M -F, 7:00am-2:00pm 8.
good oral/verbal skills. Good afternoons from 2:00-6:00pm.
pay e oppty to advance. Fax No ECE Units req. Pay range:
$6.75-$13.80/hr. Call Laurie at
Resume: 408-232-7701.
354-8700x224. If you have skills
FUN WORK! $15.10/hr + Bonus in sports, arts, and group
incentives. Vartec Inc. PA/ games and like working with
Promotions; PT/FT, Flak Hours. children, we need you.
experience
necessary.
No
$1500 weekly potential mailing
Details call: 650-855-1855.
our circulars. Free information.
SUMMER TRAVEL
Call 203-683-0258
OPPORTUNITIES .
Counselors needed for our FRATERNMES SORORMES
student pre-college enrichments CLUBS STUDENT GROUPS
Earn $1,000-$2.000 this
programs. U of Michigan, UCLA.
semester, with a proven
U of Vermont, Georgetown U.
CampusFundraiser 3 hour
UC San Diego, UC Santa
fundraising event. Our proBarbara & Cambridge U (UK).
Applicants must be 21 years old grams make fundrarsing easy
by June 20th and possess a with no risks. Fundraising dates
valid driver’s license. We need: are filling quickly, so get with
Mature, Hardworking, Energetic the program! It works. Contact
Campusfundraiser at
individuals who can dedicate
(888) 923-3238 or visit
5-7 weeks mentoring and
supervising teens. We will be yeivw.campusfundraisercom.
conducting interviews with
potential counselors Feb. 6 and
WANTED
7, 2003 on campus. To review
more information Visit our web- APPLICANTS WANTED to
site at www.summerfun.com study Partly of the Urantia
then call 801-845-6611 ext. 564. Book Earn $25,000. For details
visit www.eventodaward.com

NEW YORK (API - The threat
of war with Iraq contributed to the
second straight monthly drop in
U.S. consumer confidence.
Board’s
The
Conference
Consumer Confidence Index slipped
in January to 79 from 80.7 in
December. The index is based on a
survey of 5,000 U.S. households and
is calculated from a base of 100 in
1985.
"Overall readings continue to
reflect the country s lackluster economic activity," said Lynn Franco,
director of the Conference Board’s
Consumer Research Center. "Now,
with the threat of war looming, consumers have grown increasingly cautious about the short-term outlook."
Commerce
the
Separately,
Department reported that sales of
new single-family homes rose in
December to their highest level
since the government began keeping
track in 1963. With mortgage rates
at some of their lowest levels in
decades, new home sales reached a
seasonally adjusted annual level of
1.08 million.
"In times of uncertainty, people
still want a home and the home
front is helping keep the economy
moving forward," said Oscar
Gonzalez, an economist at John
Hancock Financial Services in
Boston.

Tuesday with al-Jazeera that he told
the Iraqis during a Jan. 19-20 visit
that it wasn’t enough just to make
progress on nuclear issues, it must be
made on the biological and chemical
programs as well.
"Evidence, evidence, evidence, is all
... we need to answer the hanging
questions and close the file," he said.1
am not sure if I would be given the
time I asked for unless Iraq
evidence and full cooperation.
ElBaradei said he and Blix discussed
Iraq’s disarmament Monday night.
"We agreed that we need to make
one further effort and I hope we succeed," he told CNN.
The Iraqis indicated they got the
message, though they insisted that
they have fully cooperated with
inspectors.
"We promise to be more forthcoming in the future replying to all their
needs in (a) way that will satisfy
them," Iraqi Deputy Prime Minister
Tariq Am told the Canadian
Broadcasting Corporation in an interview. Lt. Gen. Arnir Rashid, a presidential adviser, said his government
was cooperating with inspectors "with
all our capacity to show that Iraq has
no weapons of mass destruction and
would do more as required.
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DISCOUNT!

SJSU
Student
Rate
for
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Ads
TirtieviritiaV
ads only.

RENTAL HOUSING
SPOTLESS 2 BDRM 1 BA APT.
Parking. Laundry. 2 blocks south
SJSU. $1200/mo. 408-559-1356.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

LIVE 1 BLOCK from CAMPUS
Lrg 2b/1.5b on 9th Quiet $1100.
Newly remodeled 408-309-9554

WORD PROCESSING
PROFESSIONAL
WORD PROCESSING
Have your theses, term papers.
group projects, etc professionally typed. APA a specialty
Experienced & dependable.
Almaden/Branham area Call
Linda for an appointment at
(408) 264-4504

HEALTH & BEAUTY
PREGNANT? NEED HELP?
Call BIRTHRIGHT,
408-241-8444 or 800-550-4900
Free/Confidential

5a5s6cda letters,

2BR/I BA APT S. 7th & Reed
3 blocks from SJSU Cable TV,
parking, laundry. Super clean. No
smoking $1000. 408-268-0439.

"FREE/FIRST MONTH RENT**
Extra large, newly remodeled:
2 bdrnV1 bath & 2 bdrm/2 full bath
apts. $1099/month and up Also.
3 bdrm/2 bath apt. $1199 & up.
Will work with you on
alNr’a!th
SERVICES
2 blocks from SJSU. Watcxs
paid. Parking avail. Washer/ Drier
Professional WINDOW TINTING on site. Cats OK. Well managed
Dr T1NT located on Bascom 8. 280. student bldg. 408-378-1409
Special offer to students, 20%
oft with this ad 408-287-7588
Certain advertisements in PROFESSIONAL EDITING
these columns may refer the
reader to specific telephone
For your term paper or thesis.
numbers or add rr for
Experienced, efficient, reliably
information.
additional
exacting I will meet your deadreaders should be
Classified
line. Call Grace 831-475-2796
reminded that, when making
or evagrace aol com
these further contacts, they
should require complete
SMILE CHOICE DENTAL PLAN
information before sending
money for goods or services.
(includes cosmetic) $69.00 per
In addition, readers should
year Save 30% - 60% For info
carefully investigate all firms
call 1-800-655-3225 Or
employment listings
offering
www.studentdental corn or
or coupons for discount
ynyw goldenwestdental corn
vocations or mercnend is..

FOR NATIONAL/AGENCY RATES CALI, 408-924-3277
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BARTENDER Trainees Needed
$250/clay potential Local positions
1-800-293-3985 ext ,59

25%

SHARED HOUSING
COMFORTABLE, PLEASANT
ROOM, adjacent bath, in family
home. Phone line in, high speed
computer hook-up. Kit. W/D,
etc. Quiet study environment,
garden, pool. N/S, N/D. Serious
student. 15 minutes to campus.
$400/mo. (408) 356-9635.

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES
I Print o5a6h5

lir PHN : 408-924-3277
’ ’ - TAx: 408-924-3282
classified@ jmc.sjsu.edu

GREEKS

LOVING COUPLE NEED EGG
DONOR. 18-30 yrs. <120Ibs,
>5’4", fair, Sri Lankan, Indian.
or Medlteranean, student/grad in
Science/Eng. Comp. nag Contact
dranawl Gaff net with photo.

U.S. manufacturing, however, is
limping. New orders to U.S. factories for big-ticket goods - also
known as durable goods - rose a
paltry 0.2 percent in December, the
said.
Commerce
Department
Economists were expecting an
increase of 1 percent.
"The manufacturing sector is deep
in the dumps, and this report gives
little hope of improvement,"
Gonzalez said.
On Wall Street, the Dow closed up
99.28 points at 8,088.84, its biggest
advance in more than two weeks.
The rise was attributed to betterthan-expected earnings as well as
bargain-hunting after the market’s
recent slide.
On Monday, the Dow slipped
below the 8,000 mark for the first
time in three months.
In the consumer confidence survey, consumers expressed more worries about the job front in the next
six months, and fewer people said
they plan to buy a car or major
appliance.
’There’s no doubt the uncertainties
about geopolitical events weigh on
peoples minds," said Josh Feinman,
chief economist with Deutsche
Asset Management in New York. "Is
there going to be a war? Certainly,
that’s contributing to people’s anxiety."

was

DELTA UPSILON FRATERNITY
AY Houses 0 201 S. 11th St.
Meet at AY for all events.
Toe’ Drive In movie 6pm
Wed- Mini golf at 7pm
Thur SJSU BBall vs Tulsa 6:30
Fri Batting Cages 0 6pm
Mon: 2/3 Pool & Ping-Pong 6pm
Into Call Grant 0408-288-9854.
START your own FRATERNITY
Zeta Beta Tau is looking for men
to start a new Chapter If you
are interested in academic
success, a chance to network &
an opportunity to make friends
in a non-pledging Brotherhood,
email: zbtOzbtnational org or
call 800-431-9674.

that it took a lot of planning and
professional engineering to make
sure that it would be a success.
The desiL,n plan would allow students to access three receiving wireless access points in each room.
"They can pick up on three different channels so there is no contention and there won’t be any channels overlapping," Judd said.
According to -Judd, the school has
committed $500,000 to provide a
direct impact on the academic
process with new ways to deliver
education to students.
We expect that it will provide more
flexibility in the learning environment, Breiling said.
"It will be a great catalyst for learning."

Reports show consumers
still big part of economy

,
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The SPARTAN DAILY
.makes no claim for products
or services advertised below
nor Is there any guarantee
Implied. The cFassifled
columns of the Spartan Daily
consist of paid advertising
and offerings are not
approved or verified by the
newspaper.
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TODAY’S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE]
ACROSS

1
4
8
2
3
4
6
7
8
9
20
22
4
25
26
8
1
34
5
36
7
38
39
40
1
42
43
44
45
7
I
5
56
7
58
59
60
1
62
63
64

Curtain hanger
Injury result
Fly or mouse
Frosty coating
Story -telling dance
Far-out community
Witness s phrase
(2 wds
66 and 1-80
Harder to find
Marshy area
Mercury
Roman officer
Observe
Cartoon shriek
Rubber-stamp
word
Orange veggie
Emcees
Harvest
Spanish lady s
title
Important decades
Glimpses
Peeves
Feel sure of
Serpents
Land formations
Annex
Formic acid
producers
Sticky fruit
Paddle cousins
Vodka or gin
Western 12 wds
Flamenco dancers
shout
Nautical position
Actor - Sandier
Glen
Scenery
Growth on rocks
Levin and
Gershwin
Fr holy women
Bohemian
Workers with RNs

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

MOM MORO M000
BROM OBOOM DOM
MODU 11000M U0[00
UMBOBUO 0000E100
ORO
WOM
MOOMU MOM 000011
MOO BOORMM OMM
MOMMOUGIOUNIUMOUU
ORO MEIMMOO MOO
mOUWO NNO U0000
030
MOO
UO00000 UORIMUU0
BMW 00MOU MOGI
oORB ROOM MOM
MGM PRMNal
2 8 03

C 2003 Ltraea Feature Synctaate irc

DOWN
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
10
11
12
15
20
21
23
26
27
29

Slav pan
Sauce neighbor
Condensation
Drew up
Charmer
Baldwin or
Guinness
Sunbathe
Sentence ender
Raise high
Transit users
Squirrel abode
Fissure
Wintry cry
Opposite of an
ans
Prunes
Actress
- Palmer
Running mates
Acorn
producers
’Lonely Boy
singer

30 Bulk
31 With us now
32 Baseball s
- Hershiser
33 Most pale
34 Take a break
35 San - Padres
37 Bright flower
41 Lab animals
43 Scents
44 Poorly made
46 Diminish
07 Stop to Popeye
48 Miser s cache
49 Clay pots
50 Dregs
51 Cleveland NBPer
52 Geishas
sashes
53 Nursery word
54 Bloodhound’s
clue
58 Pep

5

If

..

Ad Rates: 3-line minimum
Three
Four
Five
Two
One
Days Days
Days
Day
Days
$11
$13
$9
3 lines
$7
$5
Rate increases $2 for each additional line per ad
Rate increases $2 for each additional day
FREQUENCY DIKOUNTS;
20 + consecutive issues’ receive 10, off
40 consecutive issues receive 20, off
50 * consecutive issues receive 25% off
Local rates apply to Santa Clara County &doodlers*
and SJSU students, staff a faculty.
First line in bold for no extra charge up to 25 spaces
Additional words may be set in bold type at a per
ad charge of $3 per word

Nuns

Please check

19

Address

one classification:

22

C/ty

Zip crick,

slate

ffn

Send check or money order to: (No Credit Cards Accepted)
Spartan Daily Classifieds
Si Joee State University
San Jose, CA 95192-0149

Lost and Found’
Announcements
Campus Clubs
Greek Messages
Events
Volunteers
For Sale
Electronics
Wanted
EmployMent
Opportunities

Rental Housing
heaarvrl ce;lesstHaot eu sing
Services
,Health/Beauty
_Sport&Thrills
_Insurance
Entertainment
_Travel
_Tutoring
_Word Processing

ID Classified desk is located in Dwight Bente! Hall. Room 209
Deadline 10 00 a m two weekdays before publication
MAI! ads are prepaid No refunds on canceled ads
Rates for consecutive publication dates only
QUESTIONS? CALL (40e) 924-3277
SJSU STUDENT RATE: 25% OFF - Rate applies to private party ads only, no discount for other persons or businesses
Ads must be placed in person in DBH 209 from 10am to 3pm STUDENT ID REQUIRED

Lost 8. Found ads are offered free

as a service to

the campus community.

10
47
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Hill signs four year deal,
future expectations high

Working up a sweat

By Chris GiOvannetti
Daily Senior Staff Writer
Efforts to save the San Jose State
University football team took a large
step on Tuesday.
SJSU Athletic Director Chuck Bell
announced that the University had
reached an agreement with head
coach Fitz Hill on a four-year contract running through 2006. The deal
replaces the original contract the 38year-old Hill signed upon his hiring
in 2000.
"I’m grateful that Chuck Bell
believed in me enough to give me this
extension," said Hill, who was in Los
Angeles on Tuesday on a recruiting
visit. "To have my tenure extended has
shown to me and my staff that we can
continue to make a difference in the
lives of young men ... people believe
in what we are doing."
Terms of the deal were not disclosed, but according to Hill, the new
contract builds on his 2002 base salary
of $166,000.
There are also monetary incentives
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San Jose State University volleyball player Jessica Wlodarczyk goes up for a ball set
by Associate Head Coach Gary Mono as Assistant Coach Joslynn Gallop moves in to
block it. The three played volleyball Tuesday in the Spartan Complex.

University of) Arkansas, no one else
knocked on my. door to offer me a job
except (SJSU).
3. I love toy players, I love coaching
and I love seeing improvement in our
young men ... I like to be called
coach.’

Hill said that talks between him,
Bell and University President Robert
Caret began immediately after the
New Year. He referred to the "mutual
agreement" as a marriage between the
school and himself.
Bell could not be reached for comment.
In Hill’s first year as coach in 2001,
the Spartans went 3-9 with a roster of
players recruited by his predecessor,
Dave Baldwin.
In the 2002 season with his first
recruiting class, Hill doubled the
Spartans win total to six and finished
one game shy of a possible postseason
bowl bid.
"San Jose offers many, many things.
I’ve called this program a sleeping
giant," Hill said. "It’s now time to
awaken the giant."

Budget cuts, hiring freeze force soccer
coach to remain on sidelines as interim
By Paulo Hernandez
Daily Staff Writer

Joshua Sturgis / Daily Staff

for Hill. Clauses in the contract
include bowl game appearances, bowl
game victories and improvement in
team CPA.
"I’m pleased for the right to earn
based on merit," Hill said. "I don’t
want anyone to give me what I haven’t
earned.
The problems surrounding the existence of football on the SJSU campus
has been well documented. Among
the provisions set forth by the NCAA
last year, the Spartan program must
average 15,000 fans per home game
and play at least five home games
against other Division 1-A schools.
During the 2002 season, SJSU averaged 10,360 fans in four home dates.
Citing his commitment to the program in reaching those guidelines,
Hill gave three reasons for wanting a
contract extension.
1. "When it’s time to meet my
maker, my headstone is just going to
say my name and 1964-whenever. I
want to be remembered as someone
who resurrected this program."
2. "When I was an assistant at (the

The San Jose State University
women’s soccer team will have a new
head coach on the sidelines when it
opens the 2003 season in August.
Tamie Grimes, the former coach
resigned Dec. 31 saying she wanted
to pursue family interests, according
to the SJSU Athletics Web site.
Cris Gilmore, an assistant coach
under Grimes for the last two years,
is currently filling in as the team’s
interim coach.
As an assistant, Gilmore has been
involved with recruiting, fimdraising
and scheduling.
Grimes was the first coach to lead a
Spartan women’s soccer team to the
CAA tournament. She took over
as interim coach for the 2000 season
after the departure of Philippe Blin,
who coached the Spartans to a 5344-3 record from 1995 through
1999.
Grimes led the Spartans to the
Western Athletic Conference tournament title in her first year.

Before being named interim coach,
Grimes was an assistant coach under
BIM for two seasons.
She leaves SJSU with a three-year
career record of 18-37-7. Last season, the team went 3-12-5 overall, 15-2 in the WAC.
Gilmore said he intends to pursue
the job full time and said he is excited about the opportunity.
However, because of the hiring
freeze SJSU is experiencing, the head
coach position is not open yet. Once
the position becomes available, it
takes about four to six weeks for the
hiring process to take place.
In the meantime, Gilmore has
plans for the team.
"We are looking to bring in some
high-level, quality soccer players," he
said.
With that in mind, Gilmore has
announced open tryouts for the
team.
"This is meant to give women the
opportunity to come out for the
team who haven’t hi the opportunity in the past," Gilmore said. "The
goal would be to make the spring

team and then more importantly the
fall team."
Gilmore said this is a great opportunity for those interested in participating in women’s soccer.
Despite the coaching change,
Gilmore said the team is "pretty
upbeat" and that he is getting is
good vibe" from them. The team
has already begun training in the
weight room and will begin on-field
training on Feb. 18.
Gilmore said his main goals are
"turning the program around," as
well as working as a team, getting
on the same page and working
toward one goal.
"There is a great pool of applicants
for the position once it’s opened up,"
said Carolyn Lewis, SJSU senior
associate athletics director.
Lewis said she has no idea when
the position will become available.
"We have to wait for the budget to
be set for the CSUs, then that will
filter down to the campuses and then
to the departments, Lewis said.
"The search for a permanent coach
will begin once the freeze is over."

Water polo team posts pair of road wins
Daily Staff Repori
The seventh-ranked San Jose State
University women’s water polo team
went 2-1 in its first competition of
the season at the Michigan
Inviatational this weekend.

SPARTAN

ROUNDUP
The Spartans opened the event
with an 8-3 defeat of the University
of Michigan. Spartans Christine
Welsh and Katie Morgan scored two
goals each. SJSU scored fourgoals in
the first period and kept Michigan
scoreless until the third period.
In the second match of the day,
SJSU defeated Hartwick College by
a score of 9-7. Welsh and teammate
Julie Cahill led the Spartans with
’ three goals each.
Laura Scott had two goals and

Deanna Lowry had one goal.
The Spartans also beat Michigan
State University 14-4 in an exlfibition match on Sunday.
Scott and Welsh each scored three
goals and a total of eight SJSU players had goals in the match. The
Spartans, however, lost to Indiana
University in the other match of the
day.
SjSU retruns home with a 2-1
record to face UC Davis at noon on
Saturday at the Aquatic Center.

Swimming
The SJSU women’s swimming
team completed their final home
meet of the season by beating Cal
Poly San Luis Obispo 165-130 on
Saturday at the Aquatic Center.
Spartans senior Charlotte Pierce
led- SJSU with three race wins,
Pierce finished the 200-meter
freestyle with a season-best time of
one minute, 54.70 seconds. She finished with a time of 24.88 seconds
in the 50-meter freestyle and at
56.91 in the 100-meter butterfly.

The Spartans next meet is on
Saturday at the University of
Nevada-Reno.

Gymnastics
The women’s gymnastics team
defeated Seattle Pacific University
with a team score of 189.750 on Jan.
25. The Spartans swept the allaround competition amd finished
first in every event.
The win was the first road win of
the season and the team’s second
overall. The Spartans improved their
record to 2-5 on the season.
SJSU sophomore Jennifer Greene
finished first in the all-around with
a score of 37.625. Spartan freshman
Adriene Mertens finished second in
her all-around debut with a score of
37.200 and teammate Shins Choy
placed third with a score of 37.025.
The Spartans next meet is schedWed for Jan. 31 at 7:30 p.m. at
Stanford University where they will
compete against Stanford, Oregon
State University and Seattle Pacific.

Payton’s three pointer lifts Super Sonics past Warriors 91-88
SEATTLE (AP)
Gary
Payton’s 3 -pointer with 4.2 seconds
left gave the Seattle SuperSonics a
91-88 victory over Golden State on
Tuesday night, their 14th straight
win over the Warriors.
After Golden State tied it at 88 on
a layup by Gilbert Arenas with 25
seconds to play, the Sonics came
through on their final possession.
Desmond Mason missed a jumper
but gathered his own rebound and
sent a pass out to Payton for the
game-winner.
Arenas missed a jumper with one
second left.
Rashard Lewis led five Sonics in
double figures with 14 of his 22
points in the first half. He also
pulled down 15 rebounds.
Payton had 20 points, Mason
scored 17, Jerome James had 12,

and Kenny Anderson came off the
bench for 10.
It was the Warriors’ 14th consecutive loss in Seattle, dating to March
6, 1995.
The Warriors, whose three-game
winning streak was snapped, were
led by Arenas’ 28 points. He scored
16 in the fourth quarter. Antawn
Jamison scored 19, Bob Sura had 13
and Troy Murphy added seven
points and 15 rebounds.
Seattle led by as many as 18 points
in the secondquarter, but olden
State stormed back in the third
when
Arenas and Sura each scored
seven apiece. With 2:18 left in the
third quarter, the Warriors closed to
64-62 on a pair of free throws by
Sura, but the Sonics responded with
a 17-2 run timer the next five min-

utes.
James was especially active in the
first quarter, which ended with the
Sonics holding a 22-20 lead. He
scored eight points on 4-of-5
shooting and pulled down six
rebound-s.
Following a three-point play by
Mike Dunleavy that cut the
Seattle lead to 34-32 with 7:22
remaining in the half, the Sonics
went on an 18-4 run for the
remainder of the half and led 5236 at the break.
While the Warriors were struggling through their second-quarter
scoring drought, Lewis was finding
his touch. He scored Seattle’s final
seven points of the half, hitting a
20-footer, a short jumper off the
glass and a 3 -pointer with 37 seconds left.

The best savings
at Spartan Bookstore
Convenient.
Friendly.
Smart.
Spartan Bookstore offers
the best savings with our
LOW PRICE GUARANTEE
on textbooks.
If you find a lower price
on textbooks,
we will refund
double the difference.*

LOWEST TEXTBOOK PRICES

GUARANTEED!
OR

WE’LL REFUND
DOUBLE THE DIFFERENCE
Spartan Bookstore
A DIvoslon ol Spartan Shops
San 10..0 SIAI. Untvr,,,y

"Visit Spartan Bookstore

for Details

Spartan Bookstore
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Shops

University

spartanshops.com

* See store for details.
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